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Wire brush Clear spray acrylic Soak the pot in a tub of warm water for up to an hour, then scrub it with a stiff
brush. Put the paint for the base coat on a plastic plate and thin it with a small amount of water. Apply the
paint with a foam brush. Apply additional coats until the desired color depth is achieved. Start by prepping the
pot Remove price tags and stickers from the pot by soaking it in a tub of warm water for up to an hour, then
scrubbing it with a stiff brush. Allow the pot to dry completely before painting. Next, apply the base coat Put
the paint for the base coat on a plastic plate and adjust the color with other shades if desired. Thin the paint
with a small amount of water to make it easier to coat the pot evenly. Apply the paint with a foam brush,
working around the pot in broad sweeps. The pot will absorb a lot of paint. Celestial Pot Choose a color for
the stars. Draw the paint out from the middle to create the star-burst effect. Make more stars at random spots
on the pot. After the blue base coat has dried completely, choose a color for the stars. I like to use gold, silver,
or pearlescent white. With a cotton swab, apply a liberal dot of the paint onto the side of the pot. Start with the
longest rays and finish with the shortest to ensure that you will have enough paint for each. I like to end each
ray with a tiny dot of paint to make the stars seem to sparkle. Make more stars at random spots on the pot until
you have as many as you want. Antique gold pot After the red base coat is dry, apply patches of a gold shade.
After the first set of patches is dry, overlap them with additional patches. After the red base coat is dry, use a
wide foam brush to apply staggered patches of a muted antique gold shade. Do not dilute the gold paint in this
step. The undiluted paint will go on unevenly, leaving streaks that will allow the base color to show through,
emulating gold leaf. After the first set of patches is dry, overlap them with additional patches to cover the
entire pot. Rich black pot After the red base coat has dried, apply coat of black paint. Before the black coat
dries, scratch off the top coat to reveal the red color below. After the red base coat has dried completely, apply
a thick coat of undiluted black paint, completely covering the base color on the outside surface of the pot.
Before the black coat dries completely, use a stiff wire brush in broad, light sweeps around the pot, scratching
off just enough of the top coat to reveal the red color below. Apply two coats of spray acrylic to seal the paint.
After the finished pot has dried completely this may take several days, as the drops of paint on the celestial pot
are much thicker than a coat of paint , apply two coats of a clear waterbased spray acrylic to seal the paint and
protect the design from scratches. This layer also makes cleaning soil from the outside of the pot a little easier.
I recommend a matte finish, which is less distracting than a shiny finish and tends to intensify the colors of the
pot. See Michelle in action in this video! Get our latest tips, how-to articles, and instructional videos sent to
your inbox.
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Which MAC Paint Pot should you get: Soft Ochre or Painterly? It depends on your skin tone (cool/warm) if you want to
use it as a "neutral" eye primer-type base!

Painted terracotta pots can add charm to any home or garden. Plenty of landscaping and furniture stores know
this too, which is why they sell pots that are both painted and dipped for a high price. However, making this a
do-it-yourself- job will not only save you a lot of money, but also let you stamp your personal artistic mark on
the project. Step 1 â€” Clean the Pots To begin, lay some old newspapers or an old sheet where you will be
working to catch any drips or paint spills. Clean the inside and outside of the pot with a cloth soaked in warm
water. Step 2 â€” Seal the Pot Similar to how terracotta tiles are often glazed to protect them, your pot should
be treated with at least two coats of sealer before any paint gets applied. Seal the inside of the pot with oil or
water-based polyurethane before you paint. Allow one coat to dry completely and then apply another coat.
Step 3 â€” Apply the Paint Once the sealer inside is dry, start painting the outside. Water-based acrylic paints
are ideal for terracotta and are convenient to work with. Latex paints are also a good choice for similar clay
pots. Apply one coat of paint to the pot and allow it to dry completely before applying another coat. For best
results, apply at least coats. Terracotta is porous and will absorb the first few layers of paint quickly. Let your
terracotta pot dry in the sun. Another fun alternative is to apply two coats of dark gray paint and a final coat or
two of chalkboard paint to make the surface of your pot endlessly customizable. Step 4 - Additions Attach any
embellishments of your choice with glue, or paint on a design or pattern. Sketch the design onto transfer
paper, place it on the pot, and paint it any color after outlining the image. Pictures, old wallpaper, or even
tissue paper can be applied to the pot with decoupage. Allow the pot to dry thoroughly, preferably overnight.
Step 5 â€” Seal the Outside of the Pot After reviewing your paint job, apply a few coats of clear acrylic sealant
to the outside of the pot. The sealant protects it from moisture in the soil and prevents the paint from bubbling,
cracking, and peeling. If you used chalkboard paint, do not seal this. A seal defeats the purpose of the
chalkboard surface as it creates a barrier for any chalk. Let the pot dry for a few days to a week before you
place any soil or plants in it. Pam Estabrooke, district manager of ProTect Painters , contributed to this article.
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If you've been on the hunt for the best paint roller for walls I encourage you to read this post until the end. Seriously,
don't turn away at the sight of the little roller below because friends, good things DO come in small packages, and I
never thought the solution to my painting problem would be so simple.

Terra cotta pots are inexpensive and can be painted and transformed into pretty decorative containers. This is a
guide about painting terra cotta clay pots. Have something to add? Please share your solution! So like all my
other craft projects, I decided through trial and error to explore the possibilities. All you need is: Ad I had a
large terra cotta pot. I painted it black. I gave it a few coats; is ideal. I thought it would be perfect by my front
door. I decided, what better way to display my house number. So I went to the computer chose a font I liked
and typed out No. I printed it out, cut it out and then used it to trace it out on the terra cotta pot. I am sure there
are easier much easier methods, but this one worked for me and my resources. I traced out the No. I used a
white paint we had on hand. I put some mums in the pot and I think it gives a very polished much more
expensive look. Seriously, who would have guessed those were once plain terra cotta pots? Ad I have done
some smaller ones as well. Same concept, paint the pot with black enamel or whatever color you want. I used
some vintage French stamps I had, stamped them in the white paint and applied to the front of the newly
painted terra cotta pot. Again, so simple and the end result is so unexpected! By Amy from Wheaton.
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The Best Paint for Furniture (and raw wood) Once upon a time I painted an oak bench and did a terrible job at it. To be
honest, I tend to rush it when it comes to paint. I just want it done.

As a base, they are just fabulous; they make the eyeshadow go on more smoothly and make it easier to blend.
The consistency is very creamy and spreadable, and allows time for blending before it dries to a semi-sheer
finish that lasts forever without creasing. The pain pots come in a sturdy, round glass pot with a screw top and
contains gram of product. Bobbi Brown Pot Rouge, Lips: It looks great as highlither on the brow bones and
the cupids bow. I would say this is a creamy version of MAC Vanilla pigment. It looks beautiful paired with
dark brown or dark green shadows or just alone with an black eyeliner flick. This is great base for metallic
smokey eyes. Chanel Tan de Solai, Lips: Benefit red lipstick Cheeks: Charlotte Tilbury Filmstar bronze and
Glow. This is a perfect base color for darker complexions and also it also makes a great base for brown,
bronze or taupe eye shadows. This makes a perfect base for brown or copper smokey eye, paired with a black
smudgy kohl eyeliner. I wear it occasionally during the daytime, but since the color is bit on darker side, I
reserve it more for the nights out. Bobbi Brown Toast, Taupe and Mahogany. Painterly is a matte natural
skin-toned beige color with cool grey undertones. I love this as an everyday all-over shadow for a natural
makeup look, it really gives a natural brightening effect to the eyes. Glitter particles are quute bit on a chunky
side and quite noticeable. This is great to use as an eyeshadow base and brow highlight for glamorous makeup
or evening makeup. Hope you liked my reviews!
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Chapter 5 : beautiful me plus you: MAC Paint Pots - Review and Swatches
Best Selling. Astro 2PG7S 2 Quart Pressure Pot with Gun and Hose Paint and Body Spray Guns. Heavy duty paint
pressure pot tank with gallons (10 liters) capacity.

A strong base is the key to great looking eye makeup. It can be worn as a base with powder eyeshadow worn
on top or you can just wear it by itself. I ususally just wear it by itself and add a little bit of eyeliner and
mascara. The color is wonderful and really seems to perk up the eye area. The product can be applied using a
brush or just your fingertip. You do not need to use a lot of product at all. The jar should last over 6 months if
used every day. The only down side I could possibly thing of is the price. It is a little more expensive than
drugstore brands but it is well worth it. I absolutly love this stuff!!! When MAC first came out with their paint
pots, I thought it would be an exciting development. The promise was that these paint pots were going to take
the place of MAC Paints which Read complete review When MAC first came out with their paint pots, I
thought it would be an exciting development. The promise was that these paint pots were going to take the
place of MAC Paints which tended to be a bit irritating and frustrating to work with for some people. When
Painterly came out, I made sure to grab a jar immediately so I could use it for a base and a natural eye finish
for a nude look in makeup. Boy, was I surprised. First of all, MAC Paint Pot in Painterly is a matte flesh toned
paint pot which is supposed to be applied right to the skin. It works for me the first day- okay. However, if my
eyes water, it does not stay on- but it cracks and comes off. Secondly, not only does this paint pot not stay on
if my eyes water such as crying or allergy eyes , if I use this paint pot more than one or two days, my eye lids
get very raw and sore. It takes some time to recover from it. I also find that the texture of this paint pot accents
crepe texture on the eyes. In conclusion, I have to say that despite it being nice in theory, this paint pot is just
not good for me to use. If I have to use a primer first, why bother? I find that Bobbi Brown Cream shadows in
natural colors work better from me than this paint pot does. Reviewed by 19 customers.
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I love MAC paint pots; in my opinion they are still among the best crÃ¨me to powder eye shadows on the market. I use
them as eye shadow base and also alone, when I'm lazy or running late and depending on the shade, I also have used
them as highlighters and check colors.

You learn a few techniques on how to use them and how they can make you life earsier both for small and
large projects. We will explore precisely how the tools works, their amazing features, their drawbacks, and
what paint jobs the Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun is ideal for. Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun offers excellent
versatility in what you can use and also provides you maximum control of the amount of material coming out
the nozzle. They are one of the most common techniques of applying a different variety of coatings right from
woodworking to industrial fabrication. The Pressure Pot Feed Spray Guns also varies significantly in price
right from hundreds of dollars to thousands of dollars depending on where you want to use it. Out there, there
are a wide variety of companies producing Pressure Pot Feed Spray Guns and within which each producer is
claiming their product is the best. So there are numerous options you also need to consider there potentially.
To make it easy for you and make you understand better on how to get the best Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun
that suits your project and budget, we have prepared a comprehensive buying guide just for you. The first
impression you will notice about this pressure pot feed spray gun is that it comes equipped with 2-quart
pressure pot that enables you to mix and paint at the same time correctly. Additionally, it comes equipped with
fluid pressure and pressure gauge regulators which allows you to make accurate settings easily. The Astro
2PG7S 2-Quart Pressure Pot with Gun also features 6ft hose permits twin set that is uniquely designed to
enhance operation as well as the movement of your sprat gun thus making it incredibly easy to use. Another
impressive feature is that it is ideal for spraying large surface including vans, trucks, buses, and among others.
Also, it comes equipped with a carrying handle hence making it easy to displace. Pros This unit is pretty easy
to operate. It comes equipped with both fluid pressure and pressure gauge regulators for correct settings. It
comes with a 6-feet twin set of hose, which is very convenient. This too is perfect for spraying large areas
such as vans, trucks, buses, and among others. It allows you to mix and paint 2-quarts at the same time.
Besides the heavy-duty paint pressure pot tank, it also comes with a pressure feed spray gun which is
heavy-duty as well. The gun comes fitted with a 1. The hose assembly of equipment comprises of air and fluid
is 10 feet long. The air consumption of this unit is about 6. What we liked more about this pressure pot spray
gun is that you can use a wide variety of coatings including automotive, latex, oil-based, lacquers, varnishes,
wood coatings, primers, adhesives, and much more. This pressure pot feed spray gun is excellent for projects
which need a significant amount of spraying like buses, vans, commercial trucks, architectural, and industrial
finishing. Another impressive thing is that it comes with an instruction manual which makes it much easier for
you to operate. Pros It has an incredible 2. It is very sturdy and durable. It is quite easy to operate. It comes
included with an instruction manual. Cons It will rust if not properly dried. It comes fully complete with
everything you need to get started right away. The ATD Tools Pressure Pot Spray Gun comes equipped with a
five-foot hose which makes it much easier to transport from one place to another, and even conveniently
storing it. Additionally, the cup size of this unit is 2-quarts and is very small thus making it ideal for smaller
projects. With its small size, it ensures not even the hard to reach tight spaces are left out. Another impressive
thing is that it offers different nozzles sizes: So you can use different types of materials including primers,
base, as well as clear coats. Additionally, you can use this pressure pot feed spray gun for large projects such
as spraying vans, buses, and trucks. It comes equipped with pressure regulator and gauge which allows you to
make accurate settings easily. Pros It is sturdy and durable. It comes with a 5-foot hose. It has an average air
consumption of 16 CFM. This unit offers multiple nozzles sizes. It comes equipped with pressure regular and
gauge for accurate settings. Cons It has a small cup at 2-quarts. This means you can get the equipment and get
started right away. The impressive thing about the stainless-steel nozzle is that you can use to apply gel coats
and resin. Also, you can use this pressure pot feed spray gun for mold repair, composite refinish, and delicate
boat hull repair. What we liked more about this pressure pot feed spray gun is that you can clean it up in
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acetone without the unit disintegrating, unlike other similar spray guns which tend to crumble when you clean
them in acetone. When it comes durability, the G 2. Besides its long lasting life, this unit it quite affordable.
The unit also allows you to adjust the spray pattern width and material volume when necessary. However, you
will have needed a 2. Also, you can put a bigger cup on it if necessary. It is excellent for both gel coats and
resin. You can add a bigger cup when needed. Cons The cup is a bit small, 0. You will want a bigger tip if you
intend to use the gel coat. Both the spray gun and droplets of the pain are given the same charge hence making
them repel each other â€” this produces a fine spray. Hence producing a uniform coat with little waste.
Regarding electrons, the Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun loses its electrons and thus, it becomes positively
charged. The droplets of the paint loss electrons too and they also become positively charged. The object to be
painted gains the particles and tends to be negatively charged. The Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun and the
droplets repel one another whereas the droplets and object to be painted tends to be attracted to each other.
The Pressure Pot Feed Spray Guns are excellent for applying both thicker and thinners materials including
latex paints, primers, stains, sealers, long life epoxies, top coats, zincs, as well as lacquers to steel or even
wood. The impressive thing these Pressure Pot Feed Spray Guns is that the paints tend to last longer and it will
always look lovely than other kinds of spray guns. In this point, if you want your paint to last for long, the key
is in the preparation. Additionally, it is recommended to practice your HVLP spraying technique before fully
committing to a project. Well, practicing on the vertical surface and the horizontal surface first will ensure you
can spray uniformly without leaving a drip. Due to the fluid and the air pressure being controlled separately,
the homeowner is capable of producing a smooth finish to their project. Additionally, if the coating tends to be
viscous, the homeowner can naturally increase the pressure of paint and is good to go. However, there are so
many brands and models of the Pressure Pot Feed Spray Guns available on the market today, so choosing the
best Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun that suits your budget and requirements is overwhelming. There are so
many factors you need to consider when it comes to choosing the Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun that you know
it gets the job done. We will be discussing the factors you need to consider in details in order to give the exact
picture of what you will be looking for when buying a Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun. The material capacity
you intend to spray This may sound pretty obvious, but you will have to consider the amount of the material
you plan to spray at any given time. Well, the amount of paint most pressure pots can accommodate starts at
2-gallons, so if you plan on using smaller amounts of materials, then you would typically need to consider a
2-quart pressure cup. Or you can work out of the quart can within the paint pressure pot. Another essential
thing to look into is about the material capacity. That is, what is the material capacity of the paint pressure
tank? Ultimately, you might want to look into the paint pressure pot which is enormous enough to minimize
refills for most of the project you perform. Also, ensure the paint pressure pot is not too heavy in order to
increase the mobility. Regulation options Regulation options are another major factor to consider. If you have
a very tight budget, then you will Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun which features a single regulator for the fluid
pressure alone. Note that quality gauges should accept high air volume as well as pressure, and offer
maximum control. Well, water-born coatings might cause the corrosion of the Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun
unless it is uniquely designed to operate with water-based varnishes. A heavy-duty stainless-steel is the best
material for the water coatings. However, you can still use zinc plated, or galvanized Pressure Pot Feed Spray
Gun for occasional applications. Property of your coating Another thing to consider is the property of your
coating. You will need to evaluate the material to determine whether it will have to be agitated in order to be
able to be sprayed. You can even consult with your coatings provides or check the technical data sheet of your
material. This will help better conclude if your paint will need to be agitated. Additionally, if your coatings
will require agitation, then you will have to determine whether it is relatively light or highly viscous coating.
The higher the material viscosity, the more likely you will want a gear reduced agitator â€” this will be able to
mix heavy-body materials properly. You can use the standard direct â€”drive agitator for the medium to thin
viscosity coatings. Also, in order to determine whether the agitation may be needed, you will have to consider
if the material is solvent-based or waterborne. Waterborne coatings tend to corrode common galvanized paint
pressure tanks, and so you will need to consider picking the stainless-steel paint pressure tank for the
waterborne coatings. Cost The first thing most people love considering when they want to purchase is the cost
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of the product. However, if you will depend on your Pressure Pot Feed Spray Gun often, then a lower priced
product will tend to start leaking after a few applications. What is included in the package? This is something
else you should not miss considering.
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Chapter 7 : How To Mosaic A Terra Cotta Pot - Running With Sisters
5 out of 5 stars Super useful so paint doesn't dry out go to waste The kids stay closed nice and tight.

Usually when I hear from people, they have already tried several products and were unhappy with the result.
As we head into the holidays, if you want to paint wine glasses, ornaments, mugs or even metal signs this
paint will not let you down like everything else out there. Just look at the this paint finish: Because these
paints are made for model cars, they are extremely durable and the finish is very opaque and stunning. While
the paint may be dried to the touch, all oil based enamels have to fully cure otherwise, the paint will just
scratch right off. Enamel paint will not firmly adhere to any surfaces that may have any kind of residue from
natural oils from our hands to waxes and other surface residue. Once you wipe the area, it will need to
completely dry. I love to use this 3 pc. It makes such a difference in the type of brush you use for painting
these types of projects and filbert brushes work the best for enamels and the paint goes on extra smooth with
them. Once I have wiped the plate with alcohol, I go ahead and paint my first paint swipe. You want the brush
marks to look messy and sort of trailing off like this: I recommend practicing this on paper or poster board
first. You will need to let your first paint swipe or first layer dry about an hour until you go over your paint
with another layer. You can speed it up by putting a fan on it. You will need to do this for every layer
otherwise, your layers will smudge. For painting circle swipes, you will want to use another smaller arched
brush and load the brush with a lot of paint but not dripping and swipe fast in a circular motion. You may run
out of paint and just load it again and start another circle like I did below: You can also use stencil designs or
just free style with paint splatters using disposal gloves and flicking paint oh yea!! You certainly could paint
the outside of a wine glass or bowl but they are not food safe for areas where food would be touching. The Hot
Pink is not. It must have something to do with model cars. I pick up little dixie cups or dollar store plastic shot
glasses for pouring out paint for the larger brushes that will not fit into the jars. I hope I have helped and
inspired you in some way to pick up these awesome paints and get creative! Thanks for stopping by!
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Chapter 8 : Best Paints to Use for Outdoor Furniture, Accessories and Pots
The Paint Pots of scenic Kootenay Provincial Park British Columbia are simply coloured pools of water courtesy of
mother nature herself. Minerals and algae forming colours deep within the water. Interesting.

Humidity and moisture are really the biggest enemy when it comes to outdoor paint finishes and there are
several fantastic products and techniques that will guarantee that a paint finish will last for several years.
Outdoor Wood Furniture When it comes to painting outdoor wood furniture that will last for several years, the
only thing that has worked beautifully for me and has lasted several years in extreme weather is spray paint.
The good news is that spray paint is also quick and easy. Mondubershop The most important part of spray
painting outdoor furniture and accessories is the prep work. From my experience, if you do the prep work and
prepare a piece properly and use a great spray paint more on that in a minute , the finish on outdoor wood
pieces can last years on outdoor pieces. When I painted my outdoor wood furniture last week, it had been over
three years since I last spray painted the pieces. In fact, the furniture and paint conditions were still great and I
could have gone another year but I wanted to change the color. Here are what my pieces looked like before I
painted them: The best way to prepare outdoor furniture and accessories for paint is to use a liquid deglosser.
A liquid deglosser instantly removes old residue and sheen that allows you to paint without sanding. I highly
recommend not washing down a wood piece of furniture before deglossing because the wood will absorb
moisture and it will take forever to completely dry. In fact, I never use water to clean up my old wood outdoor
furniture because moisture is the worst thing for wood. When you use a liquid deglosser to prep a piece of
wood furniture for painting, use rubber gloves and an old cut up t-shirt. This paint is off the charts amazing
with a very durable finish that is ideal for outdoor furniture and accessories. The best way to get a flawless
finish with spray paint and guarantee that the paint will not not run is to do two light coats moving your hand
back and forth quickly. Metal Furniture and Accessories Over the years, I have painted a lot of rusted metal
furniture and accessories. Again, the key to getting a finish that will last is the prep work. If the piece is not
rusted and you just want to change the color, you can lightly wipe down the piece once with liquid deglosser
and go right into spray painting. If the piece is heavily or completely rusted, you can revive it very easily by
use a sanding sponge to remove rust as best you can. Several years ago, these two metal pieces the plant stand
and candle holder were completely rusted about as bad as it could get: After I sprayed with the Rust
Reforming and it dried, I used the Rust-oleum protective enamel to add color, seal and protect the pieces and
they have held up for several years beautifully. I have had several fiberglass garden pots that I have had for
more than 15 years that the paint finish has worn off and the fiberglass has started to break down. Here is an
example of a fiberglass garden container that I have had for at least 15 years that was seriously beat up. My
husband was getting ready to haul it to the dump five years ago, the paint finish was worn off and the
fiberglass is breaking down and chipping off. The cool thing about this is the chipping of the fiberglass really
added to the finish after I painted it to make it look even more like old cement. Here is what I did with it last
year with flowers, moss balls and rocks: To revive those old fiberglass pots, the first thing I do is wash them
down really well with the hose and get off all the dirt and let it completely dry in the sun during the day. I wait
at least 24 hours for them to dry. Next, I then spray paint the piece with two light coats of the Rust-oleum 2x
Ultra Cover paint. I like to use a satin or semi-gloss finish. No top coat is needed. Wicker and Rattan Furniture
and Accessories Unfortunately, wicker and rattan by themselves are not ideal for outdoor use, especially in
areas with extreme heat and humidity. Helmsman by Minwax spray is the best product to use to seal wicker,
rattan, wood, etc.. I spray all my outdoor wicker baskets with it as well. As you can see, the satin finish has
very little sheen on one of the baskets I sprayed. If you want a matte finish, the satin is the best to use. So there
you have it! All my favorite tricks that will help make sure that you are not having to repaint your outdoor
furniture and accessories every year! Thanks so much for stopping by today!
Chapter 9 : How to Paint Clay Pots
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Your product will be shipped to its final destination to arrive in 2 business days or faster. If your order is placed before
the 11 a.m. PST cutoff time, then it will ship that day and arrive 2 business days later.
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